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ABSTRACT 

A study was made of the kinetics of the carbon dioxide decam-

position with ionizing radiation. Previous work indicated that 

carbon dioxide was decomposed by an electric are, and photo-

chemically in a flowing system to carbon monoxide and oxygen. 

However, with ionizing radiation, photochemically or with an 

electric arc, a very rapid recombination ~ccurred in a static 

system. One of tte products farmed in the latter case was carbon 

suboxide. The mechanism proposed by Hirscbfelder and Taylor(3) to 

explain this latter case, involved a rapid recombination of the 

carbon monoxide and ozone to carbon dioxide. However, our study 

showed that carbon monoxide and ozone may remain together, in the 

absence of ionizing radiation, at room temperature, for many days 
, 

without a full oxidation, thus placing in doubt the correctness of 

this mechanism. The addition of carbon dioxide to such a system, had 

no effect on the rate of oxidation of carbon monoxide by ozone. 

A duplication of the results of the inability to decompose carbon 

dioxide by ionizing radiation, was conducted with alpha particles of 

radon, and under extremely clean conditions, with pile neutrons. 

However, a condensed system of carbon dioxide and radon, at liquid 

nitrogen temperatures, did proceed in the decomposition of carbon 

dioxide to carbon monoxide and oxygen. Another unique method of 



decomposing the carbon dioxide by ionizing radiation, involved 

the use of an inhibitor, nitrogen dioxide. As little as 0.3 to 

0.5% of nitrogen dioxide, was almost sufficient to stop the back 

reaction and to produce carbon monoxide and oxygen. The effec-

tiveness of the inhibitor was also demonstrated in photochemical 

systems, where nitrogen dioxide removed oxygen atoms and ozone in 
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the presence of carbon monoxide, without the oxidation of the carbon 

monoxide to carbon dioxide. 

The utilization of the energy of fission fragments, during the 

irradiation of carbon dioxide, with the inhibitor, nitrogen dioxide 

present increased the yields of carbon monoxide and oxygen, due to 

the higher intensity of the radiation, however, accompanied by the 

decomposition of nitrogen dioxide. With the decomposition of the 

inhibitor by overdosing a portion of the carbon monoxide and oxygen 

recombined under ionizing radiation, which was also evidenced in the 

work with radon. 

A new mechanism for the decomposition of carbon dioxide by 

ionizing radiation, is proposed as follows: 

C<>2 + hv := a) CO + 0 
b) C + 0 + 0 

CO + C + M := C20 + M 

M + C20 + CO = °302 + M 

02 + 0 + M := ~ + M 
C
3

02 + 03 := CO2 + 02 + C20 

CO + ° + M := CO2 + M 
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The mechanism involving the effects of nitrogen dioxide, are 

as follows: 

CD2 + hv = a) CO + 0 
b) C + 0 + 0 

N02 + 0 = NO + 02 
N02 + C = NO + CO 

2N~ + 02 = 2N02 

The meohanism of the decomposition of carbon dioxide, is 

supported by examples from the literature, of S.C. Lind and coworkers, 

who in their decomposition of carbon monoxide by ionizing radiation 

obtained free carbon, carbon dioxide and carbon suboxide (C3D2). 

Another example, from the work of Cameron and Ramsey, who in 

decomposing carbon dioxide by iOnizing radiation (alpha particles 

of radon), and in the presence of mercury vapor, obtained free 

carbon and mercuric oxide, tends toward correlation. 

The decomposition of carbon dioxide in the presence of nitrogen 

dioxide, leading to the formation of carbon monoxide and oxygen, 

utilizing the energy of the fission fragments, introduces a means of 

converting nuclear energy into chemical energy. The practical appli-

cations of such a process can be readily ascertained. 




